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SYNTHÈSE :

Les procédures de conduite accidentelle sont des éléments de la sûreté. Elles
peuvent être considérées comme les lois en situation accidentelle. Malgré tout, tout
comme les lois, le problème de leur application est posé : doit-on imposer un suivi
strict de la procédure ; est-ce possible ? Existe-t-il des risques potentiels avec une telle
préconisation ? Au contraire, cette application doit-elle être plus souple, adaptative à la
situation et quels sont les risques potentiels avec une telle approche? Ces deux
manières d'appliquer une procédure sont-elles antagonistes ou au contraire
complémentaires ? Dans cette note, on analyse la problématique de l'application de
procédure et on propose des pistes de réflexion.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Emergency procedures are inescapable aspects of safety. They can be seen as
the laws to be respected in an accident situation. But as for all laws, there remains the
problem of their application : should strict adherence to the procedure be imposed
under all circumstances ? Is this possible ? Are there any potential risks with such a
requirement ? Or, on the contrary, should application be more " open ", more flexible,
allowing for adaptation to the actual situation ? But what are the potential risks
involved in this approach ? Are these two approaches to the application of procedures
mutually exclusive, or are they complementary ? This paper analyzes the nature of the
problem of application of procedures and proposes orientations for further thought on
the matter.
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SAFETY AND APPLICATION OF PROCEDURES

OR

"How Do 'They' Have to Use Operating Procedures in Nuclear Power

Plants?"

Yves Dien

Electricité de Fiance,

Direction des Etudes et Recherches. Département Eludes de Sûreté ci de Fiabilité.

1, avenue du Général de Gaulle,

F - 92141 Clamait CEDEX

INTRODUCTION

In hazardous industries like the nuclear power industry, the existence and application of

operating procedures are established facts intended to guarantee a high level of safety for the

plants. Yet events like the nuclear accidents of Three Mile Island power station in America and

the Soviet nuclear plant at Chernobyl have shown that procedures alone were not an absolute

and invariable guarantee ul.safety.

As far as procedures are concerned, are there conditions which privilege a high level of

safety? Are these conditions linked to the design, implementation process, or use of

procedures? If these conditions are not met, is there not a risk that the procedures might, on

lhe contrary, be tools working against their very intent, i.e. might their application reduce the

level of safety?



This paper analyzes (he conditions currently .stipulated lor the u.so of procedures in French

nuclear power plants, puis their validity in the balance, and suggests new directions for

thinking based on accidental and incidental situations.

1. THE PROBLEM

In the French nuclear industry procedures are a necessity, especially for incidental or

accidenta) situations. First of all, they are a legal requirement, since before the comissioning

of a unit, the governing authorities require a demonstration of safety which includes the

existence of operating procedures in the control room.

Designers see procedures as a guarantee of safety since their application enables human error

to be avoided; operators are still all loo often considered as potential generators of error during

operation under emergency conditions (stressful situation, unaccustomed type of operation,

ClC.)

Operators themselves feel the need lor procedures to help them diagnose the situation and

bring it under control. Without procedures they would have 10 create an "on-line" strategy to

bring the process back to a safe condition [I]. Operators are aware that these situations are

complex and that operation calls for management of interactions between processes,

themselves, and the view or representation they have of the process [2J. Without support, in

an unfamiliar [3] and potentially stressful situation, the risk of error in diagnosis and/or

operation is major. Operators could focus their attention on an irrelevant or minor detail of the

situation, or could fail 10 perform actions or acknowledge information to which they are

unaccustomed under normal operating conditions but which are fundamental for operation in

an emergency situation.

Is the general agreement on the need lor procedures based on consensus, on an identical

vision of the role and application of procedures by all those concerned? Are procedures used

by operators in the way designers require? If there are divergencies, can they effect safety?

2. HOW PROCEDURES SHOULD BE USED: THE DESIGNER'S
VIEWPOINT

The model of the operator which reigns over the design of procedures can be seen in the way

in which designers, and consequently the executive level and training supervisors, would like

io see procedures applied. This implicit model is a model of an operator "in the heal of



operator is both mechanistic and static, as the characteristic principles of the model

demonstrate [4|:

The operator is regarded as a "guided" being who must apply to the letter and follow

siep-by-step the written instructions in the procedure. The operator does not need to

apply significant skill and knowledge in recovering the accident.

The .situation to be controlled consists of a series of chronological actions that must be

carried out to pass from one process state to another in a given situation. Implicitly all

the equipment and control loops required are available.

The person who has to use the procedure is seen as an "average" operator with a given

competence. It must he underlined that there is nu explicit requirement of competence

for using the procedures.

This mechanistic (operator seen as a guided being, all equipment required for recovery of the.

accident assumed to be available, etc.) and static (consideration of a given situation,

abstraction of process dynamics, etc.) model is in keeping with the definition of procedures

generally accepted by designers. The procedure - often seen from the angle of its descriptive

aspect - is defined from :i viewpoint that excludes the operator. Thus, Lind defines a

procedure as follows | 5 | :

"In general, a procedure is a set of rules (an algorithm) which is used to control

operator activity in a certain task. Thus, an operating procedure describes how actions

on the plant (manipulation of control inputs) should he made if a certain system goal

should be accomplished. The sequencing of actions, i.e. their ordering in lime,

depends on plant structure and properties, the nature of the control task considered

(goal), and operating constraints".

This definition of a procedure is both exemplary and representative of a certain thinking

amongst designers. Procedures are not seen as something for helping the operator control a

process, but rather they are supposed to "control" the operator. Furthermore, a procedure is

implicitly designed exclusively in accordance with the constraints and characteristics of a

process, and overlooks the characteristics - both strengths and weaknesses - of operators.

From the point of view of the designer, the use of a procedure requires at the very most jusi

the ability to read and understand a text since adherence (strict) to the instructions in the

procedure enables the accident situation to be recovered. This attitude lies in the conviction

lhat everything that has to he done and the order of actions is laid down in the procedure: a

procedure is sufficient in itself.



Now a procedure is only the instanlaneous and iime-fiw.cn reflection of theoretical (acquired

through studies) and practical (feedback on experience) knowledge of the operation of a

process at a given moment. There can therefore be a "gap" between some instructions of the

procedure and the real situation as it is happening [6|. For example, the original procedure for

recovery after the loss» of the main power supply called for the primary cooling circuit pumps

Io be started up again, without considération of the context. Now studies have shown thai for

some transient conditions, the start-up of primary pumps could result in unwarranted dilution

of the coolant, with the ensuing risk of renewed - and uncontrolled - nuclear reaction. As a

result of these studies the procedure was amended (rapidly!).

The designer viewpoint which considers the operator as no more than an operative is still with

us but is changing. Designers have begun to understand that to use a procedure, operators

have to rely on considerable competence and even culture. Being able to read a procedure

means understanding and doing a certain number of things and demonstrating a certain

attitude, aspects which are not explicitly expressed in the procedure |7 | . For example, the

cooling requirements in procedures mention only a rate of cooling, yet lhe rale of cooling

depends on the relationships between the extent to which some valves are opened and the

pressure of the steam generators, aspects which are not mentioned in the procedures.

Application of the required rate of cooling therefore calls lor this specific knowledge on the

part of die upcruior.s in order to overcome this shortcoming in the procedure.

3 . HOW THE PROCEDURES SHOULD BE USED: THE OPERATOR'S

VIEWPOINT

The point of view of operators is expressed through the manner in which they "really" use

procedures.

Ii musl be stressed that in an accident situation IIJ, [6], divergencies from strict respect of the

procedure are relatively rare - hut frequent enough not to be ignored - and result from

improper alignment - often temporary - of the procedure with lhe situation. Such

misalignment i.s either inherent to the procedure used or due to one or more previous operator

errors.

The ability to manage contingencies is a "plus" operators can provide, and constitutes a basis

for operation. Operators are often called on to respond to situations or events that are not

explicitly featured in the procedure.

The conclusions are drawn from analysis of actual incidents and tests performed on full-scale
simulators.



Theoretically operators can ho called un lu manage a process situation which is noi wholly

covered hy a procedure ("quite unlikely" situation).

Above and heyond this case, operators are often confronted with minor disturbances (,jammed

controls, lanky sensors, etc.) to which they must find a remedy. Tliese disturbances are often

nol taken into account in the procedure which considers a single route to follow or a limited

number of alternatives.

In addition, due to the level of detail in the description of the actions to be performed, a

procedure implicitly calls on a certain level of competence, a certain know-how, on the part of

operators. A procedure generally calls on a single level of competence. But the level of

competence required can vary from one procedure to another. Thus, to achieve the same

functional objective, e.g. cooling the core, two different procedures could use two extreme

approaches:

either provide details of the succession of equipment to be operated, sometimes with

mention of whore the controls are to he found in the control room (calling for a low

level of competence):

or simply indicate the system to be operated (calling for a high level of competence).

This lack of uniformity can be aggravated by differences in the level of inter- and intra-

individual competence of operators who are therefore required to be able to continually adapt

to the call for action (,presentation of the demand for use of the procedure) and their aptitude

("level of competence") at the time.

Finally, some actions required by the procedure may nol be totally clear, thereby obliging

operators to take real-time initiatives and decisions in order to overcome any ambiguity. For

example, in an actual incident |8 | , operators realized thai one of the first actions required by

the procedure was a leak balance, but the procedure did not specify which type of balance to

perform : was it to he a quick but inexact analysis, or a precise analysis which would

necessarily lake longer? Furthermore, which method was to be used, given that the

parameters were nol stable?

All lhese aspects show ihat operators cannoi keep strictly to the loiter of a procedure at all

limes, for they have to lake independent initiatives, i.e. temporarily diven the procedure in

order to 18]:

make up for its "oversights".



compensate for the static aspects of the procedure, operation being fundamentally

dynamic (interactions between process parameters, but also regulations, adjustments,

and adaptation between members of the team in order to co-ordinate themselves).

4 . TOWARDS "INTELLIGENT" APPLICATION QF PROCEDURES

Designers' and operators' views on the application of procedures are apparently

contradictory. Does that mean they are irreconcilable? Certainly, if each way of thinking were

to be pushed lo the extreme - to the point of absurdity - it would be difficult to reach a

compromise.

Pushing designers' thinking to the extreme would entail each and every situation being

covered, each possible case being taken into account, and an appropriate solution being

proposed to the operator. Even if it were technically feasible, this approach would result in a

"combinatorial explosion" of cases, consequently making the procedures complex, extremely

cumbersome, and, in the long run, unusable [I]. In addition, it is to be feared that some

changes to procedures are made post hoc, i.e. after occurrence of an actual event thai was not

envisaged in the previous version of the procedure.

Pushing operators' thinking to the extreme would entail relying wholly on operators, on their

competence and know-how, and restricting oneself to giving them a few indications on

operation in iho form of very spedHc procedures. The characteristics of operation under

emergency conditions are very different Io those of routine operation. Under emergency

conditions one sometimes applies knowledge and behaviour acquired under normal operating

conditions which can lead to difficulties in the context of emergency operation [9]. To

"correctly operate" under emergency conditions, the first pre-requisite is to be fully aware that

the situation is indeed an emergency condition. Il has been seen that operators do not always

have a irue representation of the actual status of the process and therefore of the situation they

find themselves in: during the Three Mile Island accident in March 1979, uperators ran the

plant for 2h22 thinking that the primary cooling circuit was intact whereas in fact there was a

break; during an incident at the Paluel plant in France in January 1993, operators ran

excessive cooling for 1 h20 without being aware that they were faced with a steam-line break.

Finding a compromise to overcome the contradiction between the two ways of thinking

requires operators to adapt procedures so that they can be applied in intelligent fashion. Ii is

necessary lo have a certain "disinvolvement" and distance when applying procedures, if only

to become aware of one's own errors, e.g. oversights or "slips" in reading I K)J.

10



Intelligent application of procedures moans strict adherence lu them us lung as they are

adapted to lhe siiuuiion. and use of initiative ai limes when lherc is a divergence between the

actual situation and what is expected by the procedure. And this means thai operators have to

realize when the procedure diverts from reality.

Some fronl-end conditions are necessary for operators to be able to apply procedures in

intelligent fashion. Such conditions deal with the design of procedures, the training of

operators, organization in periods of crisis, provision of advanced tools for assistance in

operation, and the behavioural pattern that should be developed in daily activities.

The design of procedures must bear in mind lhe characteristics ol operators, i.e. they should

privilege tasks where human beings have specific skills, like making decisions in a "fuzzy"

context, or adaptability, and should reduce tasks where humans reach their limits, like

repetitive tasks, or rapid detection of information appearing in random fashion, and which is

"drowned out" by other information.

The procedure must also be adapted to lhe diversity of operators and of their expectations

which depend on their knowledge, their level of stress, eic. This calls for the creation of

several levels of reading for every procedure, i.e. presenting the same operation function with

several levels of detail, e.g. an "objective" level, a "task" level, and a blow-by-blow "action"

level [6J. Finally, procedures have to be made sufficiently flexible so thai they can be fault-

tolerant procedures.

Operator training must not be restricted to learning the application of procedures, but must

also deal with understanding the phenomena that occur under emergency-operation

conditions, and with explaining and justifying the actions called for by the procedure.

Emergency-condition operation calls for lhe presence, alongside the operating team, of an

independent and redundant structure which performs real-time analysis of the situation. In

French nuclear power plants this function is performed by the radiation-protection and safely

engineer as well as local and national emergency teams connected to the control room.

It is also necessary to provide operators with advanced-technology mois - like computer aids,

for example 1111 - to help them in tasks where human capacities are weakest.

Finally, the know-how developed from routine operation provides the operator with his basis

for operation under accident conditions |9| . Because of this, divergencies from procedures

musl he accepted and officialized in daily operation 111. In other terms, what is done must not

be judged by the environment (procedure designers, power plant superiors) on the basis of

results (congratulations for success. reprimand for error, independently of whether the

procedure was followed or not). Il is in routine operation thai operators should acquire the

11



habii of being "disinvolvcd". of "standing back" from the procedure. The pre-requisite l'or

acquisition of ihi.s habii is ihe "controlled initiative" they are allowed by their environmeni.

5 . CONCLUSION

Society accepts a social regulator in the form oflaws which are applied in accordance with the

context and the personal backgrounds of the victim, defendant, and judge. A law is not

intangible, for its text cannot cover all the possible cases of actual application, and it can lag

behind social evolution: laws are often drawn up for past events, not for future practice. Laws

are necessary for the organization and survival of a society, but in-coniexl application oflaws

is accepted as one of the guarantees of social stability, for it allows for adaptation and

evolution of laws in real lime: this is what we call jurisprudence.

Similarly, one of the guarantees of safety is the in-context application of procedures. Strict

adherence to procedures can engender quite the opposite to what is intended. U should be

noted however that the alternative proposed - allowance for controlled initiative in application

- is not without risk (operator error). Although legal errors (poor application of a law) seem to

be socially acceptable, can the same be said for an error resulting in a nuclear accident?

The answer to this question lies in appraisal of the choices that would induce the greatest

hazards. Are these situations where the procedure must be followed strictly 10 the letter (but

what do you do if it does not cater for the actual situation?) or, on the contrary, are they

situations where the operator can be given room for manoeuvre? Real events and research

show that under certain conditions (proper design of instructions, operator training, etc.).

having room for controlled initiative on the part of the operator actually minimizes risks.

What is more, ihe problem cannot be entirely solved if no answer is given to the question of

responsibility in the event of error. Who is responsible? The operator or the designer? Is

responsibility common/shared or individual?

Finally, real progress will be made when the design of procedures is not just seen from a

technical viewpoint, or just centred on the procedure/operator combination, bui, rather,

integrates the conditions required for the application of procedures (types of skills, type of

environment, type of aids required, etc.).
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